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Table II shows the measured CP parameters and yields
from the final extended maximum-likelihood fits. Note
that when fitting sin 2βeff for K+K−K0

S , we constrain
CKKK to zero. All yields are consistent with our pre-
viously measured branching fractions [10, 16]. Figure 1
shows the signal-enhanced distributions of mES for φK0

S

and K+K−K0
S events and of ∆E for φK0

L events, to-
gether with the result from the final extended maximum-
likelihood fits. Figure 2 shows the time-dependent asym-
metry distributions. As a cross check, we also fit φK0

S

and φK0
L separately. Our fit to only φK0

S events gives
S = 0.29 ± 0.31 and C = −0.07 ± 0.27. Our fit to only
φK0

L events gives S = 1.05 ± 0.51 and C = 0.31 ± 0.49.

FIG. 1: Distributions of (a) mES for φK0
S candidates, (b) ∆E

for φK0
L candidates, and (c) mES for K+K−K0

S candidates
excluding φK0

S, together with the results from the final ex-
tended maximum-likelihood fits after applying a requirement
on the ratio of signal likelihood to signal-plus-background like-
lihood (computed without the displayed variable) to reduce
the background. The requirement is chosen to roughly max-
imize N2

S/(NS + NC) where NC is the total number of con-
tinuum events, and is applied only for the purpose of making
these plots. The curves are projections from the likelihood
fits for total yield (solid lines), continuum background (short
dashed lines), and total background (long dashes in (b) only).
The efficiency of the likelihood-ratio cut is (a) 79% for sig-
nal and 5% for background, (b) 35% for signal, 16% for B-
background, and 3% for continuum background, and (c) 77%
for signal and 5% for background.

For the K+K−K0
S final state including the φ mass re-

gion, the distributions of the S- and P -wave intensities,
and the CP -even fraction, as a function of K+K− in-
variant mass, are shown in Fig. 3. The total fraction
of CP -even events with the φ mass region excluded is

TABLE II: CP -asymmetry parameters and yields from the
final extended maximum-likelihood fits, as well as the fraction
of CP -even contributions to the amplitude, feven, which is
assumed to be zero for φK0

S and and unity φK0
L. The first

errors are statistical, and the second are systematic; the third
error on sin 2βeff for K+K−K0

S is due to the uncertainty in
the CP content. The values of S and C are fit simultaneously
for the φK0

S and φK0
L candidates; the sign of S for φK0

S is
shown. When finding sin 2βeff for K+K−K0

S, we constrain
CKKK to 0.

φK0 K+K−K0
S

φK0
S φK0

L (no φK0
S)

sin 2βeff +0.50 ± 0.25+0.07
−0.04 +0.55 ± 0.22 ± 0.04 ± 0.11

feven 0 1 0.89 ± 0.08 ± 0.06
S +0.50 ± 0.25+0.07

−0.04 −0.42 ± 0.17 ± 0.03
C 0.00 ± 0.23 ± 0.05 +0.10 ± 0.14 ± 0.04
Yield 114 ± 12 98 ± 18 452 ± 28

FIG. 2: The time-dependent asymmetry distributions for (a)
φK0

S, (b) φK0
L, and (c) K+K−K0

S with no φK0
S decays. The

asymmetry is defined as AB0/B0 = (NB0−NB0)/(NB0+NB0),
where NB0(NB0) is the number of Btag mesons identified as
a B0(B0) for a given measured value of ∆t. The signal-to-
background ratio is enhanced with a cut on the likelihood
ratio as in Fig. 1.

given in Table II. We successfully verified our value of
feven with a different method [17] that uses the event
rates in B+ → K+K0

SK0
S and the isospin-related channel

B0 → K+K−K0
S .

To summarize, in a sample of 227 million BB meson
pairs, we measure the CP content and CP parameters
in B0-meson decays into φK0, and into K+K−K0

S with
the φ mass region excluded. We determine the fraction
of CP -even and CP -odd contributions with an angular
analysis. In B0 → φK0, our values for sin 2βeff and CφK

are in good agreement with our previously published val-
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FIG. 3: Distributions of S- and P -wave intensities and CP
even fraction as a function of K+K− invariant mass. Notice
that the first bin integrates a wider mass range than the φ
resonance occupies. Insets show S- and P -wave intensities in
the φ mass region.

ues [8], and the small S-wave contamination is treated
as a systematic uncertainty. In B0 → K+K−K0

S , the
K+K− system is observed to be dominated by S-wave;
this, along with the measured value of sin 2βeff , is consis-
tent with previous measurements based on isospin sym-
metry [9, 10]. Both of our sin 2βeff values are consistent
to within one standard deviation with the value of sin 2β
measured in B0 → cc̄s decays [6].
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TABLE I: The results for the modes B0 → π0π0 and B+ → h+π0 are summarized. For each mode, the sample size N , number
of signal events NS , total detection efficiency ε, branching fraction B, asymmetry A or Cπ0π0 , and the 90% confidence interval
for the asymmetry are shown. For Cπ0π0 the confidence interval is obtained inferring minimum coverage inside the physical
region [−1, 1]. The first errors are statistical, the second systematic, with the exception of ε whose error is purely systematic.

Mode N NS ε (%) B(10−6) Asymmetry (90% C.L.)

B0 → π0π0 8153 61 ± 17 23.5 ± 1.4 1.17 ± 0.32 ± 0.10 −0.12 ± 0.56 ± 0.06 [−0.88, 0.64]
B+ → π+π0 29950 379 ± 41 28.7 ± 1.1 5.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.4 −0.01 ± 0.10 ± 0.02 [−0.19, 0.21]
B+ → K+π0 13165 682 ± 39 25.0 ± 1.0 12.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.6 0.06 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 [−0.06, 0.18]
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FIG. 1: Distributions and PDF projections for B0 → π0π0.
Shown are mES (a) and F (b) for candidates that satisfy an
optimized requirement on the signal probability, based on all
variables except the one being plotted. PDF projections are
shown as a dashed line for qq background, a dotted line for B
background, and a dashed-dotted line for signal.

B0 → π0π0 candidates. The projections contain 25% and
68% of the signal, 14% and 17% of the ρ+π0 background,
and 2.2% and 4.4% of the continuum background, for
mES and F respectively.

With changes in the analysis technique to measure the
CP asymmetry, we now find 44 ± 13 signal events in the
first 123 million BB events, compared to 46±13 found in
Ref. [13]. The additional 104 million BB events dataset
has a signal of 17±11. The signal rates in these two sub-
sets agree at the 1.3σ level. This result also reflects an
improved understanding of high energy π0 detection effi-
ciency. Using a sample of π0 mesons from τ+ → π+π0ντ

decays we apply a π0 efficiency correction of 0.99 ± 0.03
to our GEANT simulation, compared to a correction of
0.88 ± 0.08 applied in Ref. [13].

For B+ → h+π0 the likelihood fit results are summa-
rized in Table I. Using the event-weighting technique
described in Ref. [14] we show signal and background
projections in Fig. 2. For each event, a weight to be sig-
nal or background is assigned based on a fit performed
without the specific variable that is plotted. The result-
ing distributions are normalized to the event yields, and
are compared to the PDFs used in the full fit.

Systematic uncertainties on the event yields and CP
asymmetries are evaluated on data control samples, or by
varying the fixed parameters and refitting the data. In
order of decreasing importance, the dominant systemat-
ics on the B0 → π0π0 branching fraction arise from the
uncertainty on the ∆E resolution, the efficiency of the
π0 reconstruction, and the uncertainty on B background
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FIG. 2: Distributions and PDF projections for B+ → h+π0,
using the method described in the text. For mES (a) the
signal distributions are combined, while for ∆E (b) the sig-
nal B+ → π+π0 (open circles and dashed-dotted curve) and
B+ → K+π0 (solid circles and curve) are shown separately.
The insets show the combined background components.

event yields. The significance of the B0 → π0π0 signal
yield, taking systematic effects into account, is 5.0σ. The
systematic uncertainty on Cπ0π0 is dominated by the un-
certainties on the B background asymmetry and tagging
efficiency.

For B+ → h+π0 the dominant systematic uncertain-
ties arise from the F signal PDF parameters, selection
efficiencies, and the ∆E resolution. Additional system-
atics arise from uncertainties on the B background event
yields and particle identification. The systematic uncer-
tainty on the charge asymmetries is dominated by the
1% upper limit on the charge bias in the detector [15].

To extract information on δππ we use the isospin re-
lations [4] in conjunction with BABAR measurements of
Cπ+π− = −0.09 ± 0.15 ± 0.04 [3], the branching frac-
tion B(B0 → π+π−) = (4.7 ± 0.6 ± 0.2) × 10−6 [16], the
B0 → π0π0 and B+ → π+π0 decay rates and the Cπ0π0

values reported here. We scan over all values of |δππ| and
calculate a χ2 for the decay amplitudes using the method
described in Ref. [17]. The χ2 is converted into a con-
fidence level shown in Fig. 3, from which we derive an
upper bound on |δππ| of 35o at the 90% C.L.

In summary, we observe 61± 17± 5 B0 → π0π0 events
with a significance of 5.0σ including systematic uncer-
tainties. This corresponds to a branching fraction of
B(B0 → π0π0) = (1.17 ± 0.32 ± 0.10) × 10−6, where
the first error is statistical and the second is systematic.
We measure the asymmetry Cπ0π0 = −0.12±0.56±0.06.
We report branching fractions B(B+ → π+π0) = (5.8 ±
0.6 ± 0.4) × 10−6 and B(B+ → K+π0) = (12.0 ± 0.7 ±
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asymmetries are evaluated on data control samples, or by
varying the fixed parameters and refitting the data. In
order of decreasing importance, the dominant systemat-
ics on the B0 → π0π0 branching fraction arise from the
uncertainty on the ∆E resolution, the efficiency of the
π0 reconstruction, and the uncertainty on B background
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FIG. 2: Distributions and PDF projections for B+ → h+π0,
using the method described in the text. For mES (a) the
signal distributions are combined, while for ∆E (b) the sig-
nal B+ → π+π0 (open circles and dashed-dotted curve) and
B+ → K+π0 (solid circles and curve) are shown separately.
The insets show the combined background components.

event yields. The significance of the B0 → π0π0 signal
yield, taking systematic effects into account, is 5.0σ. The
systematic uncertainty on Cπ0π0 is dominated by the un-
certainties on the B background asymmetry and tagging
efficiency.

For B+ → h+π0 the dominant systematic uncertain-
ties arise from the F signal PDF parameters, selection
efficiencies, and the ∆E resolution. Additional system-
atics arise from uncertainties on the B background event
yields and particle identification. The systematic uncer-
tainty on the charge asymmetries is dominated by the
1% upper limit on the charge bias in the detector [15].

To extract information on δππ we use the isospin re-
lations [4] in conjunction with BABAR measurements of
Cπ+π− = −0.09 ± 0.15 ± 0.04 [3], the branching frac-
tion B(B0 → π+π−) = (4.7 ± 0.6 ± 0.2) × 10−6 [16], the
B0 → π0π0 and B+ → π+π0 decay rates and the Cπ0π0

values reported here. We scan over all values of |δππ| and
calculate a χ2 for the decay amplitudes using the method
described in Ref. [17]. The χ2 is converted into a con-
fidence level shown in Fig. 3, from which we derive an
upper bound on |δππ| of 35o at the 90% C.L.

In summary, we observe 61± 17± 5 B0 → π0π0 events
with a significance of 5.0σ including systematic uncer-
tainties. This corresponds to a branching fraction of
B(B0 → π0π0) = (1.17 ± 0.32 ± 0.10) × 10−6, where
the first error is statistical and the second is systematic.
We measure the asymmetry Cπ0π0 = −0.12±0.56±0.06.
We report branching fractions B(B+ → π+π0) = (5.8 ±
0.6 ± 0.4) × 10−6 and B(B+ → K+π0) = (12.0 ± 0.7 ±

1

0.0.1 Measurement of sin 2α and B0 → π0π0

A. Roodman

The CP violating asymmetry in the decay mode B0 → π+π− depends both on the CKM angle α
and on the interference between contributions from tree and penguin diagrams. The coefficient of
the sin (∆md∆t) term in the asymmetry may be expressed as

S =
√

1 − C2 sin
{
2α + Arg(A/A)

}
where C is the coefficient of the cos (∆md∆t) term, and A and A are the decay amplitudes for B0

and B0.

This penguin pollution of the asymmetry can be determined experimentally by measuring the
branching fractions for B0 and B0 from all three B → ππ decays. The decays are related by
an isospin relation

1√
2
A+− = A+0 + A00

between the amplitudes for B0 decay and a similar relation for B0 decay[?]. In the limit of isospin
symmetry, or ignoring electro-weak penguins, the B± → π±π0 amplitudes are equal, since there
are no penguin amplitudes for this decay. The constraint on the penguin pollution angle can be
understood using the triangle construction shown in Fig. 0-1, where the argument of the amplitude
ratio A+−

/A+− is given by the angle between the A+− legs of the two triangles. There is a four-fold
ambiguity for the penguin pollution angle, δ, corresponding to the two relative orientations of the
two triangles, and to a positive or negative sign for δ. Lastly, the presence of electro-weak penguin
amplitudes, as an isospin breaking contribution, break the simple triangle relations. However,
electro-weak penguins do seem to be rather small in B → ππ decays.

|A+0| = |Ã−0|

1√
2
|A+−|

1√
2
|Ã+−| |Ã00|

|A00|2δ

Figure 0-1. Isospin Triangles for B → ππ. The amplitudes for the B0 triangle are rotated by e2iγ

so that the bases of the two triangles overlap. The current world-averaged values are used.

The current status of branching fractions and asymmetries in the B → ππ modes are summarized
in Table 0-1, with measurements from BABAR and Belle listed, along with averages from the
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TABLE I: The signal yield (nsig), continuum background yield (ncont), peaking background (npeak), significance in standard
deviations σ, efficiency (ε), and branching fraction (B) central value and upper limit at the 90% C.L for each mode. The results
of the combined fit are shown in the bottom row where nsig is equal to neff , which is described in the text. When two errors
are quoted, the first is statistical and the second is systematic.

Mode nsig ncont npeak Significance (σ) ε(%) B(10−6) B(10−6) 90% C.L.
B+ → ρ+γ 26+15 +2

−14−2 6850 ± 90 18 ± 4 1.9 13.2 ± 1.4 0.9 + 0.6
− 0.5 ± 0.1 < 1.8

B0 → ρ0γ 0.3+7.2+1.7
−5.4−1.6 4269 ± 73 18 ± 7 0.0 15.8 ± 1.9 0.0 ± 0.2 ± 0.1 < 0.4

B0 → ωγ 8.3+5.7+1.3
−4.5−1.9 1378 ± 37 2.6+0.8

−1.2 1.5 8.6 ± 0.9 0.5 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 < 1.0
Combined 269+126+40

−120−45 — — 2.1 — 0.6 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 < 1.2
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FIG. 1: Projections of the combined fit to B → ργ and B0 →
ωγ in the four discriminating variables: (a) mES, (b) ∆E∗,
(c) N , and (d) F . The points are data, the solid line is the
total PDF and the dashed line is the background only PDF.
The selections applied, unless the variable is projected, are:
5.272 < mES < 5.286 GeV/c2, −0.10 < ∆E∗ < 0.05 GeV
and N > 0.9; the selection efficiencies for signal events are
45%, 57%, 70%, and 44% for the mES, ∆E∗, N and F pro-
jections, respectively.

values or between zero and the measured upper limit if
the decay has not been observed [19, 20]; the value of the
B0 → ρ0π0 branching fraction is varied between zero and
5.1×10−6 [20, 21]. The uncertainty on the peaking back-
ground of each mode is shown in Table I. We find the bias
from neglecting the B → K∗γ background and combina-
torial BB background in the fit to B0 → ωγ candidates
is 1.1+1.9

−1.1 events; the corrected yield is given in Table I.
To estimate the uncertainty related to the extraction of
the signal mES and ∆E∗ PDFs from MC distributions,
we vary the parameters within their errors. The variation
in the fitted signal yield is taken as a systematic uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty related to the statistics of the
histogram PDF that describes the continuum N distri-
bution is evaluated by varying the binning and by using

a fifth-order polynomial as an alternative PDF.
The signal efficiency systematic error contains uncer-

tainties from tracking, particle identification, photon/π0

reconstruction, photon selection and the neural network
selection that are determined as in Ref. [22]. We deter-
mine the effect of correlations among the fit variables by
using an ensemble of MC experiments of parameterized
continuum background simulations embedded in samples
of fully simulated signal and BB background events. No
bias is observed within the statistical error on the mean
yields from this ensemble, which is taken as a multi-
plicative systematic uncertainty. The total multiplica-
tive systematic error values are 11%, 13% and 10% for
B+ → ρ+γ, B0 → ρ0γ and B0 → ωγ, respectively. The
corrected signal efficiencies and their uncertainties are
shown in Table I.

In calculating branching fractions, we assume
B(Υ (4S) → B0B0) = B(Υ (4S) → B+B−) = 0.5. The
90% C.L. is taken as the largest value of the efficiency-
corrected signal yield at which 2∆ logL = 1.282. We
include systematic uncertainties by increasing the effi-
ciency corrected signal yield by 1.28 times its systematic
uncertainty. Table I shows the resulting upper limits on
the branching fractions.

Using the measured value of B(B → K∗γ) [22], we cal-
culate a limit of B[B → (ρ/ω)γ]/B(B → K∗γ) < 0.029
at 90% C.L. This limit is used to constrain the ratio of
CKM elements |Vtd/Vts| by means of the equation [3, 6]:

B[B → (ρ/ω)γ]
B(B → K∗γ)

=
∣∣∣∣Vtd

Vts

∣∣∣∣2
(

1 − m2
ρ/M

2
B

1 − m2
K∗/M2

B

)3

ζ2[1 + ∆R],

where ζ describes the flavor-SU(3) breaking between ρ/ω
and K∗, and ∆R accounts for annihilation diagrams.
Both ζ and ∆R must be taken from theory [3, 6, 23].
Following [3], we choose the values ζ = 0.85 ± 0.10,
and ∆R = 0.10 ± 0.10, which is the average over the
values given for the three modes. We find the limit
|Vtd|/|Vts| < 0.19 at 90% C.L, ignoring the theoreti-
cal uncertainties. Our upper limit on |Vtd|/|Vts| con-
strains |Vtd| < 0.008 at 90% C.L. assuming |Vts| = |Vcb|
[18]; this lies within the current 90% confidence interval
0.005 < |Vtd| < 0.014, which is obtained from a fit to
experimental results on the CKM matrix elements [18].

ξ = FB→ρ/FB→K∗

SU(3) breaking

∆R(ρ/K∗) annihilation etc.

 Convery,Hadig*,Libby*,Yarritu

no theory syst
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TABLE I: The signal yield (nsig), continuum background yield (ncont), peaking background (npeak), significance in standard
deviations σ, efficiency (ε), and branching fraction (B) central value and upper limit at the 90% C.L for each mode. The results
of the combined fit are shown in the bottom row where nsig is equal to neff , which is described in the text. When two errors
are quoted, the first is statistical and the second is systematic.

Mode nsig ncont npeak Significance (σ) ε(%) B(10−6) B(10−6) 90% C.L.
B+ → ρ+γ 26+15 +2

−14−2 6850 ± 90 18 ± 4 1.9 13.2 ± 1.4 0.9 + 0.6
− 0.5 ± 0.1 < 1.8

B0 → ρ0γ 0.3+7.2+1.7
−5.4−1.6 4269 ± 73 18 ± 7 0.0 15.8 ± 1.9 0.0 ± 0.2 ± 0.1 < 0.4

B0 → ωγ 8.3+5.7+1.3
−4.5−1.9 1378 ± 37 2.6+0.8

−1.2 1.5 8.6 ± 0.9 0.5 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 < 1.0
Combined 269+126+40
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FIG. 1: Projections of the combined fit to B → ργ and B0 →
ωγ in the four discriminating variables: (a) mES, (b) ∆E∗,
(c) N , and (d) F . The points are data, the solid line is the
total PDF and the dashed line is the background only PDF.
The selections applied, unless the variable is projected, are:
5.272 < mES < 5.286 GeV/c2, −0.10 < ∆E∗ < 0.05 GeV
and N > 0.9; the selection efficiencies for signal events are
45%, 57%, 70%, and 44% for the mES, ∆E∗, N and F pro-
jections, respectively.

values or between zero and the measured upper limit if
the decay has not been observed [19, 20]; the value of the
B0 → ρ0π0 branching fraction is varied between zero and
5.1×10−6 [20, 21]. The uncertainty on the peaking back-
ground of each mode is shown in Table I. We find the bias
from neglecting the B → K∗γ background and combina-
torial BB background in the fit to B0 → ωγ candidates
is 1.1+1.9

−1.1 events; the corrected yield is given in Table I.
To estimate the uncertainty related to the extraction of
the signal mES and ∆E∗ PDFs from MC distributions,
we vary the parameters within their errors. The variation
in the fitted signal yield is taken as a systematic uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty related to the statistics of the
histogram PDF that describes the continuum N distri-
bution is evaluated by varying the binning and by using

a fifth-order polynomial as an alternative PDF.
The signal efficiency systematic error contains uncer-

tainties from tracking, particle identification, photon/π0

reconstruction, photon selection and the neural network
selection that are determined as in Ref. [22]. We deter-
mine the effect of correlations among the fit variables by
using an ensemble of MC experiments of parameterized
continuum background simulations embedded in samples
of fully simulated signal and BB background events. No
bias is observed within the statistical error on the mean
yields from this ensemble, which is taken as a multi-
plicative systematic uncertainty. The total multiplica-
tive systematic error values are 11%, 13% and 10% for
B+ → ρ+γ, B0 → ρ0γ and B0 → ωγ, respectively. The
corrected signal efficiencies and their uncertainties are
shown in Table I.

In calculating branching fractions, we assume
B(Υ (4S) → B0B0) = B(Υ (4S) → B+B−) = 0.5. The
90% C.L. is taken as the largest value of the efficiency-
corrected signal yield at which 2∆ logL = 1.282. We
include systematic uncertainties by increasing the effi-
ciency corrected signal yield by 1.28 times its systematic
uncertainty. Table I shows the resulting upper limits on
the branching fractions.

Using the measured value of B(B → K∗γ) [22], we cal-
culate a limit of B[B → (ρ/ω)γ]/B(B → K∗γ) < 0.029
at 90% C.L. This limit is used to constrain the ratio of
CKM elements |Vtd/Vts| by means of the equation [3, 6]:

B[B → (ρ/ω)γ]
B(B → K∗γ)

=
∣∣∣∣Vtd

Vts

∣∣∣∣2
(

1 − m2
ρ/M

2
B

1 − m2
K∗/M2

B

)3

ζ2[1 + ∆R],

where ζ describes the flavor-SU(3) breaking between ρ/ω
and K∗, and ∆R accounts for annihilation diagrams.
Both ζ and ∆R must be taken from theory [3, 6, 23].
Following [3], we choose the values ζ = 0.85 ± 0.10,
and ∆R = 0.10 ± 0.10, which is the average over the
values given for the three modes. We find the limit
|Vtd|/|Vts| < 0.19 at 90% C.L, ignoring the theoreti-
cal uncertainties. Our upper limit on |Vtd|/|Vts| con-
strains |Vtd| < 0.008 at 90% C.L. assuming |Vts| = |Vcb|
[18]; this lies within the current 90% confidence interval
0.005 < |Vtd| < 0.014, which is obtained from a fit to
experimental results on the CKM matrix elements [18].
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deviations σ, efficiency (ε), and branching fraction (B) central value and upper limit at the 90% C.L for each mode. The results
of the combined fit are shown in the bottom row where nsig is equal to neff , which is described in the text. When two errors
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FIG. 1: Projections of the combined fit to B → ργ and B0 →
ωγ in the four discriminating variables: (a) mES, (b) ∆E∗,
(c) N , and (d) F . The points are data, the solid line is the
total PDF and the dashed line is the background only PDF.
The selections applied, unless the variable is projected, are:
5.272 < mES < 5.286 GeV/c2, −0.10 < ∆E∗ < 0.05 GeV
and N > 0.9; the selection efficiencies for signal events are
45%, 57%, 70%, and 44% for the mES, ∆E∗, N and F pro-
jections, respectively.

values or between zero and the measured upper limit if
the decay has not been observed [19, 20]; the value of the
B0 → ρ0π0 branching fraction is varied between zero and
5.1×10−6 [20, 21]. The uncertainty on the peaking back-
ground of each mode is shown in Table I. We find the bias
from neglecting the B → K∗γ background and combina-
torial BB background in the fit to B0 → ωγ candidates
is 1.1+1.9

−1.1 events; the corrected yield is given in Table I.
To estimate the uncertainty related to the extraction of
the signal mES and ∆E∗ PDFs from MC distributions,
we vary the parameters within their errors. The variation
in the fitted signal yield is taken as a systematic uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty related to the statistics of the
histogram PDF that describes the continuum N distri-
bution is evaluated by varying the binning and by using

a fifth-order polynomial as an alternative PDF.
The signal efficiency systematic error contains uncer-

tainties from tracking, particle identification, photon/π0

reconstruction, photon selection and the neural network
selection that are determined as in Ref. [22]. We deter-
mine the effect of correlations among the fit variables by
using an ensemble of MC experiments of parameterized
continuum background simulations embedded in samples
of fully simulated signal and BB background events. No
bias is observed within the statistical error on the mean
yields from this ensemble, which is taken as a multi-
plicative systematic uncertainty. The total multiplica-
tive systematic error values are 11%, 13% and 10% for
B+ → ρ+γ, B0 → ρ0γ and B0 → ωγ, respectively. The
corrected signal efficiencies and their uncertainties are
shown in Table I.

In calculating branching fractions, we assume
B(Υ (4S) → B0B0) = B(Υ (4S) → B+B−) = 0.5. The
90% C.L. is taken as the largest value of the efficiency-
corrected signal yield at which 2∆ logL = 1.282. We
include systematic uncertainties by increasing the effi-
ciency corrected signal yield by 1.28 times its systematic
uncertainty. Table I shows the resulting upper limits on
the branching fractions.

Using the measured value of B(B → K∗γ) [22], we cal-
culate a limit of B[B → (ρ/ω)γ]/B(B → K∗γ) < 0.029
at 90% C.L. This limit is used to constrain the ratio of
CKM elements |Vtd/Vts| by means of the equation [3, 6]:

B[B → (ρ/ω)γ]
B(B → K∗γ)

=
∣∣∣∣Vtd
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∣∣∣∣2
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ζ2[1 + ∆R],

where ζ describes the flavor-SU(3) breaking between ρ/ω
and K∗, and ∆R accounts for annihilation diagrams.
Both ζ and ∆R must be taken from theory [3, 6, 23].
Following [3], we choose the values ζ = 0.85 ± 0.10,
and ∆R = 0.10 ± 0.10, which is the average over the
values given for the three modes. We find the limit
|Vtd|/|Vts| < 0.19 at 90% C.L, ignoring the theoreti-
cal uncertainties. Our upper limit on |Vtd|/|Vts| con-
strains |Vtd| < 0.008 at 90% C.L. assuming |Vts| = |Vcb|
[18]; this lies within the current 90% confidence interval
0.005 < |Vtd| < 0.014, which is obtained from a fit to
experimental results on the CKM matrix elements [18].
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this check we have not subtracted any signal contribu-
tion, which for the KN480 and KN465 models defined
above would be ≈ 17 and ≈ 39 events, respectively.

V. RESULTS

A. Partial Branching Fractions

The extracted signal yield, i.e., the on-resonance yield
minus the sum of the off-resonance yield and the cor-
rected BB MC prediction, is given in Table III for each of
four different energy ranges. The corresponding raw pho-
ton energy spectrum, uncorrected for efficiency, is shown
in Figure 3. The region 2.9 < E∗

γ < 3.4 GeV serves as
a control region for the continuum subtraction. Similar
comparisons with relaxed selection cuts (for better sta-
tistical precision) imply that the subtraction is working
to ≈ 1% of the continuum yield. That would result in
a less-than-1% uncertainty on the extracted signal from
2.0 to 2.7 GeV.

E∗
γ (GeV) Tagged Signal Yield (events)

1.9 to 2.7 1042.4 ± 84.3 ± 62.3
2.0 to 2.7 992.3 ± 76.6 ± 53.3
2.1 to 2.7 895.4 ± 71.8 ± 44.8
2.2 to 2.7 758.2 ± 65.9 ± 40.0

TABLE III: Extracted tagged signal yields in various ranges
of E∗

γ . The first error is statistical, the second is from BB
systematics.
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FIG. 3: Photon energy spectrum, uncorrected for efficiency.
Error bars include statistics (dominant) and BB systematics,
added in quadrature.

The model-dependence of the efficiency can be reduced
by a “bootstrapping” method, whereby we initially as-
sume a model (e.g., KN465) and use it to calculate
the mean of the efficiency-corrected energy spectrum be-
tween 2.0 and 2.7 GeV. This is compared to the cor-
responding mean predicted by several KN models with

different values of mb. An iterative procedure is used to
determine which model best matches the measured mean
and to then assign a model-dependent uncertainty to the
efficiency corresponding to the uncertainty on the mea-
surement of the mean. The relation between efficiency
and mean energy is approximately linear, with a best
match close to a KN460 model. We have carried out
the same studies for twelve different parameterizations
of the Benson, Bigi and Uraltsev (BBU) [5] calculation,
using the same prescription to include a K∗ component
as for KN. We varied mb between 4.45 and 4.75 GeV and
µ2

π between 0.25 and 0.65 GeV2 (these two parameters
are defined differently than their KN counterparts), and
set µ2

G to either 0.35 or 0.27 GeV2. All the BBU re-
sults for the signal efficiency vs. mean energy lie on the
same line as for the KN model, confirming the model-
independence of the bootstrapping procedure. Thus the
KN460 efficiency is used to determine the partial branch-
ing fractions (PBFs) according to:

B(B → Xsγ, E∗
γ in range) =

Events in range
2 × NBB × εKN460

. (2)

Figure 4 shows the efficiency-corrected spectrum using
the KN460 model. The extent of model-dependence of
the spectral shape has not yet been carefully assessed.
Thus we have taken the conservative approach of as-
signing to each bin a model-dependent efficiency uncer-
tainty equal to the maximum efficiency deviation, among
KN455 to KN480 models and the 12 BBU models de-
scribed above, from the KN460 value.
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FIG. 4: Efficiency-corrected photon energy spectrum for the
extracted signal, shown only for the originally-blinded range
of reconstructed energy. The small error bar is statistical
only. The larger error bar also includes BB and other sys-
tematic uncertainties and a model-dependence uncertainty,
all in quadrature. There are significant correlations amongst
the non-statistical uncertainties on different bins.

To make the results directly comparable to theoretical
predictions, we correct for the fact that the cut in photon
energy is made on reconstructed E∗

γ in the Υ (4S) (c.m.)
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FIG. 2: The E∗
γ distribution of B → Xsγ, continuum

(uu, dd, ss, cc, τ+τ−) and BB background after all criteria
(except that on E∗

γ itself), from Monte Carlo simulation.

Fraction of BB background
Truth-match Parentage (2.0 < E∗

γ < 2.7 GeV)
Photon π0 0.640

η 0.174
ω 0.024
η′ 0.011
FSR 0.007
J/ψ 0.008
Other 0.001
Total 0.865

π0 (merged) Any 0.001
Electron Any 0.036
n (n) Any 0.077
p (p) Any 0.005
K0

L Any 0.001
π± or K± Any 0.001
Unidentified 0.015

TABLE II: Breakdown of SP4 BB backgrounds by high-
energy “photon” origin, using truth-matching and tracing
parentage for 2.0 < E∗

γ < 2.7 GeV. These fractions are for
the combined B0B0 and B+B− Monte Carlo samples before
tagging cuts.

bins of E∗
π0 or E∗

η in on-resonance data, off-resonance
data and BB MC samples, by fitting the γγ mass distri-
butions. This allows us to derive correction factors vs.
π0(η) energy for the π0(η) rates predicted by the sim-
ulation. These corrections are then applied to our BB
MC when estimating the BB background in the standard
analysis. The π0(η) analysis uses the same selection cri-
teria as the standard analysis, with three exceptions: 1)
the π0(η) vetoes are not applied, 2) the requirement on
the photon energy is reduced to E∗

γ > 1.0 GeV to in-
crease statistics, and 3) the tagging momentum cuts are
loosened to 1.0 GeV for electrons and 1.1 GeV for muons,
again to increase the available statistics. The correction
factors (data/MC) obtained for the π0 rate are typically

in the range 0.95 to 1.14 for E∗
π0 < 2.4 GeV, while η cor-

rection factors range from 1.15 to 0.65 for E∗
η < 2.6 GeV.

(At higher energies there are very few such events in ei-
ther data or simulation.) We apply an additional correc-
tion to account for differences in the performance of the
π0(η) veto in data and BB MC.

The background from hadrons faking photons in BB
events consists primarily of n s with a small contribu-
tion from p s. We have corrected the BB simulation for
both the n/p production and n/p response in the EMC.
First, a previous BABAR inclusive measurement of p and
p production [20], is used to correct the MC prediction
for both p and n production. Typically we find that
the data/MC production ratio is about 0.6. A 50% sys-
tematic uncertainty is assigned to account for the fact
that we are using a p measurement to correct n produc-
tion. Additionally, Λ̄ → pπ+ decays are studied both in
real data and SP4 MC to compare the response of the
calorimeter to p s. We find a significantly smaller num-
ber passing the E∗

γ and moment cuts in the data than
that expected from the simulation. The total correction
factor, then, is a product of the production correction
and the efficiency correction, determined in bins of E∗

γ .
The correction factors range from 0.13± 0.09 for the bin
1.6 < E∗

γ < 1.7 GeV down to 0.02 ± 0.01 for the highest
energy bin 2.7 < E∗

γ < 2.8 GeV.
Electrons can cause a background to the photon sam-

ple if the charged track is not reconstructed or matched
to the electromagnetic shower. (Bremsstrahlung photons
are an additional source of background from e±, which
is well modeled in the simulation [21].) The electron
tracking efficiency was measured in data by selecting one
track of a Bhabha event and then measuring the prob-
ability of reconstructing the other electron’s track. A
further correction is made to account for the fact that
the environment of the control sample (Bhabha events)
has significantly lower multiplicity on average than the
actual data sample (hadronic events). Overall correction
factors (data/MC) for the electron backgrounds are typ-
ically 1.10± 0.04 in the control region and 1.30± 0.15 in
the signal region (where the nominal level is quite low,
however).

We have also derived corrections for the very small
number of background photons from ω and η′ decays.
The corrections to the modeling of B → Xc&ν described
in section III are applied to the BB simulation. The total
BB correction factor is ∼ 1.1 for E∗

γ below 2.3 GeV and
decreases substantially at higher E∗

γ , where the total BB
background is small and its hadron fraction (according
to the simulation) becomes increasingly important.

After all corrections, we check our estimate of the BB
background by considering the low energy control region
1.6 < E∗

γ < 1.9 GeV, where we expect few photons from
B → Xsγ decays. In this region, after continuum sub-
traction, and taking into account the bin-to-bin correla-
tions, we find reasonable agreement:

Observed − Expected = 123 ± 64(stat.) ± 54(syst.)

The significance of the deviation is 1.5σ. Note that for
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Projected mES (a-e) and ∆E (f-j) distributions in five intervals of q2 for the combined B → π"ν modes.
The projections are shown for signal bands −0.15 < ∆E < 0.25 GeV and mES > 5.255 GeV, respectively. The error bars on the
data points represent the statistical uncertainties. The histograms show simulated distributions for signal (white), combinatoric
signal (white, dashed), crossfeed from other b → u"ν decays (hatched), b → c"ν decays (light shaded, yellow) and continuum
(dark shaded, blue). The normalizations of the signal and b → c"ν background simulations have been scaled to the results of
the maximum-likelihood fit.

TABLE II: Relative systematic uncertainties of the partial branching fractions of B0 → π−"+ν (∆Bπ) and B0 → ρ−"+ν (∆Bρ)
in the various q2 bins. The total uncertainty in each column is the sum in quadrature of the listed contributions.

δ∆Bπ/∆Bπ (%) δ∆Bρ/∆Bρ (%)

q2 Range ( GeV2) 0–5 5–10 10–15 15–20 20–25 0–25 0–10 10–15 15–25 0–25

Neutrino Reconstruction 8.3 7.0 11.4 3.7 11.0 8.1 21.0 12.7 18.2 17.0

K0
L Production and Interactions 8.8 5.0 7.3 2.5 4.8 5.7 12.7 4.7 10.9 9.1

Lepton Identification 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3

b → c"ν 5.0 3.9 3.9 4.3 3.6 4.2 7.2 1.8 3.8 4.2

b → u"ν BF 0.5 0.7 0.5 2.6 5.9 2.0 2.3 1.1 9.5 3.8

b → u"ν non-resonant 0.5 1.4 0.6 1.9 5.0 1.9 10.7 9.0 19.0 12.3

non-BB Background 13.5 2.4 1.0 2.2 7.8 5.6 11.2 0.9 1.6 4.6

B Counting 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

B Lifetimes 1.1 1.4 0.2 0.5 2.1 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.7

f+−/f00 0.7 0.8 0.3 0.4 1.0 0.7 1.6 0.6 0.4 0.9

Isospin Breaking 0.1 1.1 1.8 0.1 0.1 0.6 6.4 4.5 0.9 4.2

Radiative Corrections 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.3 1.5 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.9 0.5

Total Error 19.1 10.4 14.5 7.8 17.1 12.8 30.8 17.2 30.5 24.6

D0 → K+π−π0 to compare the efficiencies and resolu-
tions in data and simulation. For this sample, we find
differences in efficiency of typically a few percent.

The uncertainty in the b → c"ν background is evalu-
ated by varying the form factors [13, 14] and branching

fractions of the various B and D decays. For b → u"ν
decays, we independently vary the branching fractions of
resonant decays by ±17% for π"ν, ±28% for ρ"ν, ±100%
for ω"ν, ±43% for η"ν and ±100% for η′"ν. We also
vary the non-resonant contribution within the range al-
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Projected mES (a-c) and ∆E (d-f)
distributions in three intervals of q2 for the combined B → ρ"ν
modes. See caption to Fig. 1 for details.

FIG. 3: (Color online) Comparison of the differential decay
rates for B → π"ν (a) and B → ρ"ν (b) with various form-
factor predictions. The data are background subtracted and
corrected for efficiency and radiative effects. The error bars
are statistical (inner) and systematic (outer).

lowed by the uncertainty of the total B → Xu!ν branch-
ing fraction [15]. The impact of quark-hadron duality
violation or weak annihilation effects have not been con-
sidered. We estimate the uncertainty of the simulated
non-BB background to be +70

−25% for electrons and ±25%
for muons, including the uncertainty due to smoothing.

The overall uncertainty in the number of produced B
mesons is 1.1%. We also take into account the uncer-
tainties of the ratio of B lifetimes, τB±/τB0 = 1.081 ±
0.015 [12], the charged-to-neutral B production ratio
f+−/f00 = 1.044 ± 0.050 [12], and the potential effect
of isospin breaking due to ρ0 − ω mixing as proposed in
Ref. [17]. We assign an uncertainty of 20% to the radia-
tive corrections based on PHOTOS [16].

In evaluating the total branching fractions, we find
that the impact of the uncertainties in the shape of the
B → π!ν form factor is small, whereas for B → ρ!ν
form factors we see variations of up to ±6% in B(B0 →
π−!+ν), and ±13% in B(B0 → ρ−!+ν). We take the full
spread between calculations as the uncertainty due to q2

dependence of the ρ!ν form factors.

TABLE III: Vub derived for B → π"ν and B → ρ"ν signal
for various q2 regions and form-factor calculations. For the
crossfeed from the other mode, we have used the BK fit to
data for π"ν and LCSR2 for ρ"ν. Quoted errors are statistical,
experimental systematic, due to uncertainties in ρ form-factor
shape and form-factor normalization (no estimate available
for Ref. [2, 6]).

q2 Range Γ̃thy |Vub|
( GeV2) (ps−1) (10−3)

π FF Model

LCSR1 [1] 0 – 15 5.11 3.27 ± 0.16 ± 0.22 ± 0.10+0.53
−0.36

LQCD1 [3] 15 – 25 1.48 4.92 ± 0.25 ± 0.30 ± 0.15+0.76
−0.52

LQCD2 [4] 15 – 25 2.01 4.16 ± 0.22 ± 0.25 ± 0.12+0.72
−0.47

ISGW II [6] 0 – 25 9.55 3.09 ± 0.15 ± 0.20 ± 0.09

LCSR1 [1] 0 – 25 7.66 3.40 ± 0.13 ± 0.22 ± 0.10+0.67
−0.42

LQCD1 [3] 0 – 25 5.66 4.00 ± 0.14 ± 0.26 ± 0.12+0.78
−0.49

LQCD2 [4] 0 – 25 6.14 3.82 ± 0.14 ± 0.24 ± 0.11+0.88
−0.52

ρ FF Model

LCSR2 [2] 0 – 15 12.70 2.82 ± 0.18 ± 0.33 ± 0.18

ISGW II [6] 0 – 25 14.20 2.91 ± 0.12 ± 0.36 ± 0.19

LCSR2 [2] 0 – 25 17.15 2.85 ± 0.14 ± 0.35 ± 0.19

We extract |Vub| (see Table III) from the partial
branching fractions ∆B using the relation |Vub| =√

∆B/Γ̃thyτB0 , where τB0 = (1.536±0.014) ps [12] is the
B0 lifetime and Γ̃thy denotes the predicted form-factor
normalization in each q2 interval. For q2 < 15 GeV2 we
derive |Vub| using LCSR calculations; for q2 > 15 GeV2

we use unquenched LQCD. To extract |Vub| from our
measurement over the whole q2 range, we make use of
the BK parametrization to extrapolate the LQCD calcu-
lations to low q2 and of the parametrization described in
Ref. [1] to extrapolate the LCSR calculation to high q2.
We adopt the uncertainties in the form-factor normaliza-
tion [1–4].

In conclusion, based on a large sample of BB events,
we have measured the exclusive branching fractions
B(B0 → π−!+ν) and B(B0 → ρ−!+ν) as a function of
q2, and have extracted |Vub| using recent form-factor cal-
culations. We measure the total branching fractions,

B(B0 → π−!+ν) = (1.38 ± 0.10 ± 0.18 ± 0.08) × 10−4,

B(B0 → ρ−!+ν) = (2.14 ± 0.21 ± 0.53 ± 0.28) × 10−4,

where the errors are statistical (data and simulation), ex-
perimental systematic, and due to form-factor shape. As
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a consistency check, we have also measured the branching
fractions for the charged and neutral π"ν samples sepa-
rately, B(B0 → π−"+ν) = (1.41 ± 0.17 ± 0.18 ± 0.08) ×
10−4, B(B+ → π0"+ν) = (0.70 ± 0.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.04) ×
10−4. The ratio Γ(B0 → π−"+ν)/Γ(B+ → π0"+ν) =
2.21 ± 0.41 is consistent with the assumed isospin rela-
tion within the quoted statistical uncertainty.

For B → ρ"ν, the measurements rely on form-factor
predictions and are consistent with earlier measurements.
For B → π"ν, the data agree well with calculations
based on light-cone sum rules [1] and unquenched lattice
QCD [3, 4], but less well with the ISGW II model [6]. In-
stead of averaging results based on different calculations,
we choose the measured form-factor shape and normal-
ization of LQCD2 and extract

|Vub| = (3.82 ± 0.14 ± 0.24 ± 0.11+0.88
−0.52) × 10−3

from B → π"ν, where the additional fourth error reflects
the uncertainty in the form-factor normalization. The re-
sults are consistent with previous measurements [18–20],
but have higher statistical accuracy, are less dependent
on theoretical predictions of the form factors, and benefit
from recent advances in theoretical calculations [1–4].
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We present a search for the decay B− → τ−ν̄τ in a sample of 88.9 × 106 BB pairs recorded
with the BABAR detector at the SLAC B-Factory. One of the two B mesons from the Υ (4S) is
reconstructed in a hadronic or a semileptonic final state and the decay products of the other B in
the event are analyzed for consistency with a B− → τ−ν̄τ decay. We find no evidence of a signal and
set an upper limit on the branching fraction of B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) < 4.2 × 10−4 at the 90% confidence
level.

PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 14.40.Nd, 14.60.Fg

In the Standard Model (SM) the leptonic decay B− →
τ−ν̄τ [1] proceeds via the annihilation of the b and u
quarks into a virtual W boson. Its amplitude is thus
proportional to the product of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [2] element |Vub| and the B me-
son decay constant fB . The SM branching fraction is
given by:

B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) =
G2

F mB

8π
m2

τ

(
1 − m2

τ

m2
B

)2

f2
B |Vub|2τB

= (9.3 ± 3.9) × 10−5 , (1)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, mτ and mB

are the τ lepton and B− meson masses, and τB is the
B− mean lifetime. We have used τB = (1.671±0.018) ps,
|Vub| = (3.67±0.47)×10−4, and fB = (0.196±0.032) GeV
(obtained from lattice QCD calculations) [3]. The
branching fractions for e−νe and µ−νµ are helicity sup-
pressed by factors of ∼ 10−8 and ∼ 10−3, respectively.
Physics beyond the SM, such as supersymmetry or two-
Higgs doublet models, could enhance B(B− → τ−ν̄τ )
by up to a factor of five through the introduction of a
charged Higgs boson [4].

A search for this decay is experimentally challenging
due to the presence of at least two undetectable neutri-
nos in the final state. No observation has been reported
yet and the most stringent published limit on the decay
is B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) < 5.7 × 10−4 at the 90% confidence
level [5].

The data used in this analysis were recorded with the
BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric e+e− stor-
age ring. The sample consists of 88.9 ± 1.0 million BB
pairs (81.9 fb−1) collected at the Υ (4S) resonance (“on-
resonance”) and 9.6 fb−1 collected about 40 MeV below
the BB threshold (“off-resonance”).

The BABAR detector is described in detail elsewhere [6].
Detection of charged particles and measurement of their
momenta are performed by a five-layer double-sided sil-
icon vertex tracker and a 40-layer drift chamber, which
operate in a 1.5-T solenoidal magnetic field. A detector
of internally reflected Cherenkov light is used to identify
charged kaons and pions. Photons and electrons are de-
tected in an electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of an
array of CsI(Tl) crystals. Muons and neutral hadrons are
identified in the flux return, which is instrumented with
multiple layers of resistive plate chambers. A GEANT4-
based [7] simulation of the BABAR detector, including

machine backgrounds, is used to study signal event se-
lection and background rejection.

We first select a sample of events with one B-meson
(the tag B) reconstructed in a hadronic or a semileptonic
final state. The reconstruction constrains the kinematics
and reduces the combinatorics in each event. This is
critical since at least two neutrinos result from the B− →
τ−ν̄τ decay. All the neutral and charged particles not
used for the tag B are assumed to come from the B-
meson recoiling against it. We use two methods to search
this recoil system for evidence of a B− → τ−ν̄τ signal.

In our first method, we reconstruct the tag B semilep-
tonically. The semileptonic B-meson, Bsl, is recon-
structed as B+ → D0%+ν"X, where % = e, µ and X
can be a γ, π0, or nothing. We select semileptonic
B-decay events with several missing particles (such as
neutrinos) by requiring at least one lepton with center-
of-mass (CM) momentum (|'p∗" |) above 1.0 GeV/c, zero
event charge, a ratio of the Fox-Wolfram moments [8]
H2/H0 < 0.9, and missing mass greater than 1.0 GeV/c2.
Here, the missing mass is determined by subtracting the
total energy and momentum of all reconstructed tracks
and neutrals from the four-momentum of the Υ (4S) sys-
tem. We reconstruct D0 mesons in the modes D0 →
K+π−, K+π−π−π+, K+π−π0, and K0

Sπ+π− and re-
quire their reconstructed masses to be within three stan-
dard deviations of the observed mean. The D0 mesons
are then paired with leptons with |'p∗" | > 1.0 GeV/c to
form D% candidates. If the D0 decay contains a charged
kaon, the lepton must have the same charge as the kaon.
The D0 and lepton are required to originate from a com-
mon vertex, but we do not mass-constrain the vertex fit.
We assume that the only missing particle is a neutrino
and calculate the cosine of the angle between the mo-
mentum vectors of the D% candidate and the B-meson,

cos θB,D" ≡ 2E∗
beamE∗

D" − m2
B − m2

D"

2
√

E∗2
beam − m2

B |'p∗D"|
. (2)

The CM energy and momentum of the D% candidate
are E∗

D" and 'p∗D", respectively. The B-meson energy is
taken to be the beam energy, E∗

beam. Calculated val-
ues of cos θB,D" may lie outside the physical range for
events where the D% candidate did not arise as pre-
sumed, or due to detector energy and momentum resolu-
tion. We place an asymmetric restriction on this variable,
−2.5 < cos θB,D" < 1.1, to admit D∗0 states where addi-
tional decay products are present. If there is more than
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FIG. 2: Distribution of mES for the Bhad candidates in data.
The events lie in the region −0.1 < ∆E < 0.08 GeV. The
solid curve shows the result of the fit with the sum of a Crystal
Ball function (dashed curve) and an ARGUS function (dotted
curve).

For each mode the mES distribution of the recon-
structed candidates with −0.1 < ∆E < 0.08GeV and
mES > 5.21GeV/c2 is fitted using the sum of a “Crys-
tal Ball function” [11] to model the signal component
peaking at mB and an “ARGUS function” [12] to model
the continuum and combinatorial B background. Fig-
ure 2 shows the fit to the mES distribution for the
Bhad candidates in data. We define the signal region
as −0.09 < ∆E < 0.06GeV and mES > 5.27GeV/c2.
We define a sideband region, 5.21 < mES < 5.26GeV/c2,
to provide a control sample for studying continuum and
combinatorial B background. The yield in the signal re-
gion, as determined from the fit, is NBhad = (167.8 ±
1.2stat ± 3.0syst) × 103. The error is dominated by sys-
tematic uncertainty in the functional form of the peak at
mB .

We identify the τ lepton using the following decay
channels: τ− → e−νeντ , µ−ντνµ, π−ντ , π−π0ντ , and
π−π+π−ντ . We require the charged particles to be
identified as leptons or pions, as appropriate. Mode-
specific constraints are placed on the particles recoil-
ing against the Bhad. For the lepton and single-pion
modes we reject events with π0 or K0

S mesons in the
recoil. The event is required to have zero charge and,
in the recoil, at most one photon candidate not asso-
ciated with a π0. Events with such a photon candi-
date are accepted only if 50 < Eγ < 100MeV (50 <
Eγ < 110MeV for the τ− → e−νeντ , µ−ντνµ, and πντ

modes) in the laboratory frame. Further requirements
are made on the total missing momentum of the event,
pmiss > 1.2GeV/c (> 1.4GeV/c for τ− → π−π0ντ ), the
total momentum of the track(s) in the parent-B rest
frame (pπ− > 1.2GeV/c for τ− → π−ντ , pπ−π+π− >
1.6GeV/c for τ− → π−π+π−ντ ), and the invariant mass

of two or three pions (0.60 < mππ < 0.95GeV/c2 and
1.10 < mπππ < 1.60GeV/c2 for τ− → π−π+π−ντ ,
0.50 < mπ−π0 < 1.00GeV/c2 for τ− → π−π0ντ ).

We use detailed Monte Carlo simulations to deter-
mine for each τ decay channel the selection efficien-
cies εi weighted by the corresponding branching frac-
tions [3]. The systematic uncertainties in selection ef-
ficieny arise from tracking efficiency, neutral reconstruc-
tion, particle identification, and π0 reconstruction. The
total B− → τ−ν̄τ selection efficiency (see Table I) is
(10.5 ± 0.2)%. Misreconstruction and contamination
amongst the τ -decay channels are taken into account.

Continuum and combinatorial B background is deter-
mined by extrapolating the ARGUS function from the
mES sideband into the mES signal region. The back-
ground that peaks in the mES signal region is determined
from Monte Carlo simulations of B+B− events. Events
where a B0 is incorrectly reconstructed as a B+ provide
a negligible contribution.

We correct the expected background, bi, to take into
account possible dependencies of the fitted ARGUS
shape on a given discriminating variable (pmiss, invari-
ant masses, etc.). The correction factor is the ratio of
the background expectations determined using two sep-
arate methods. In the first method, we estimate the
background by scaling the number of events in the mES

sideband using the ARGUS signal-to-sideband ratio. In
the second method, we bin each discriminating variable
and reweight the number of events, bin-by-bin, using the
ARGUS signal-to-sideband ratio for each bin. The sys-
tematic error on bi is estimated as the deviation from
unity of the total correction factor for each τ -decay mode.
The expected background and the total systematic un-
certainty in each τ -decay channel is reported in Table I,
along with the number ni of selected candidates in data.

The systematic uncertainty in NBhad (1.8%) is esti-
mated as the change in the yield in the signal region in
Fig. 2 when we use a double Gaussian as an alternative to
the Crystal Ball function. Other models for the signal or
the background distribution result in negligible changes.

We observe a total of 15 B− → τ−ν̄τ candidates,
which is consistent with the expected background of
17.2 ± 2.1stat ± 1.3syst events. The distribution of these
events is also consistent with background.

We determine the B− → τ−ν̄τ branching fraction from
the number of signal candidates si expected for each τ
decay mode, where si ≡ NBhadB(B− → τ−ν̄τ )εi. The
results for each decay channel are combined using the
estimator, Q. Here we define Q to be L(s + b)/L(b),
where

L(s + b) ≡
nch∏
i=1

e−(si+bi)(si + bi)ni

ni!
, L(b) ≡

nch∏
i=1

e−bibni
i

ni!
(5)

are the likelihood functions for signal-plus-background
and background-only hypotheses and nch is the total
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FIG. 1: The distribution of Eextra after applying all selec-
tion criteria. The fit to the data and its components are also
shown. The background is normalized to the data luminosity
and the signal simulation is normalized arbitrarily.

one acceptable D! candidate, we choose the one whose
D0 mass is closest to the mean of the fitted distribution.

After identifying the Bsl, the remaining particles are
required to be consistent with B− → τ−ν̄τ where τ− →
e−ν̄eντ or µ−ν̄µντ . Exactly one track with a small im-
pact parameter relative to the primary vertex must re-
main. The track must have p∗ < 1.2GeV/c, and must
be identified as either an electron or muon. We reject
e+e− → τ+τ− events by restricting the angle of the track
with respect to the event thrust axis (| cos θ"p,"T | < 0.9)
and the minimum invariant mass constructable from any
triplet of tracks in the event (Mmin

3 > 1.5GeV/c2).
In general, continuum events tend to peak sharply at
| cos θ"p,"T | = 1 and τ+τ− events in particular tend to peak
at values of Mmin

3 below the τ mass.
The signal yield in the data is determined using the

distribution of the total energy deposited in calorimeter
clusters (with a minimum energy of 0.020GeV) by neu-
tral particles not associated with the D0 decay in the
semileptonic Bsl candidate, Eextra (Fig. 1). This vari-
able peaks near zero for signal while for background it
rises with increasing Eextra. For Eextra < 1.0GeV, we
find from Monte Carlo simulations a signal efficiency of
(4.77±0.35)×10−4 and a background estimate of 124±7
events.

The signal efficiency quoted above is determined us-
ing a detailed signal simulation. We study the differ-
ences between simulation and data in the semileptonic B
reconstruction, neutral-energy reconstruction, and lep-
ton identification to derive an efficiency correction. The
most significant effect comes from the Bsl reconstruction
efficiency, and is determined using a sample of events
in data and Monte Carlo simulations where both B
mesons are reconstructed as B → D!νX. The total

efficiency correction from all sources is determined to
be 0.878 ± 0.076, and the corrected signal efficiency is
(4.19 ± 0.31stat ± 0.36syst) × 10−4.

Probability density functions (p.d.f.’s) are constructed
from the Eextra distributions in signal (F (Eextra)s) and
background (F (Eextra)b) simulations. The Eextra dis-
tribution for signal events is modeled as the sum of
an exponential and two Gaussian distributions. The
double-Gaussian models signal events where the X in
B+ → D0!+ν#X is a π0 or photon with a characteristic
energy around 0.15GeV. The exponential models signal
events where such neutral particles are absent. To model
background, as determined from Monte Carlo, we use a
third-order polynomial. The p.d.f.’s are combined into
an extended maximum likelihood function,

L(s + b) ≡ e−µs−µb

n!

n∏
i=1

[µsF (Ei)s + µbF (Ei)b] , (3)

where Ei is the Eextra in the ith event, n is the total
number of events in the data, and µs and µb are the signal
and background yields to be fitted in the data. Studies of
the choice of p.d.f. parameterization and of variations in
shape suggest that the chosen p.d.f.’s yield a consistently
conservative limit for the upper bound of the branching
fraction. We fix the p.d.f. shape parameters and fit the
data (Fig. 1). The fit yields 14.8 ± 6.3 signal events and
115.2 ± 11.8 background events. This signal yield has a
statistical significance of 2.3σ.

We set a limit on the branching fraction at the 90%
confidence level (C.L.) using the “CLs method” described
in Refs. [9][10]. We define our statistical estimator, Q, to
be the fitted signal yield and compare the value of Q in
data to its value in a large number of experiments gen-
erated by sampling the likelihood function over a range
of signal hypotheses. The uncertainty in the signal effi-
ciency estimate is included by assuming a Gaussian un-
certainty in the signal hypothesis. Using our fitted signal
yield, efficiency, and the total number of B mesons in
the data sample we determine that B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) <
6.7 × 10−4 (90% C.L.).

In our second method, we reconstruct the tag B can-
didate, Bhad, decaying into a set of purely hadronic final
states, B+ → D̄(∗)0X+. The D̄∗0 is reconstructed in
the mode D0π0, and X+ is a system of hadrons com-
posed of n1π± +n2K± +n3π0 +n4K0

S where n1 = 1, ...5;
n2 = 0, 1, 2; n3 = 0, 1, 2; and n4 = 0, 1. Rejection of
background processes is based on two kinematic quan-
tities: ∆E, the difference between the Bhad and beam
energies, and the beam-energy-substituted mass mES,

mES ≡
√

[(s/2 + 'p · 'pB)2/E2] − |'pB |2 , (4)

where
√

s is the total energy of the e+e− system in
the CM frame, and (E, 'p) and (EB , 'pB) are the four-
momenta of the e+e− system and the Bhad, respectively,
both in the laboratory frame.
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TABLE I: Branching fraction (B)[3], efficiency (εi), expected
background (bi) with statistical and systematic errors, and
observed data candidates (ni) for each reconstructed τ decay
mode.

selection B(%) εi(%) bi ni

eνν 17.84 ± 0.06 3.4 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 2
µνν 17.37 ± 0.06 1.9 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.5 ± 0.1 0
πν 11.06 ± 0.11 2.6 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.2 2
π−π+π−ν 9.52 ± 0.10 0.6 ± 0.1 4.3 ± 1.0 ± 0.3 4
π−π0ν 25.41 ± 0.14 2.0 ± 0.1 10.0 ± 1.6 ± 1.3 7
all 81.20 ± 0.22 10.5 ± 0.2 17.2 ± 2.1 ± 1.3 15

number of reconstructed τ -decay channels.
Since we have no evidence of signal we set an upper

limit on the branching fraction. The statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties in the expected background are in-
cluded in the estimator Q by convolving the likelihood
functions with a Gaussian distribution having as stan-
dard deviation the combined statistical and systematic
errors in the background estimate [13]. We determine
that B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) < 4.2 × 10−4 (90% C.L.).

To combine the results from the statistically indepen-
dent hadronic and semileptonic samples, we first calcu-
late the likelihood ratio estimator, Q ≡ L(s+b)/L(b), us-
ing the likelihood functions from each method. We create
a combined estimator from the product of the semilep-
tonic (Qsl) and hadronic (Qhad) likelihood ratio estima-
tors, Q = Qsl × Qhad. The measured branching fraction,
which is the value that maximizes the likelihood ratio
estimator, is (2.3+1.5

−1.3) × 10−4. The lower one-standard-
deviation bound does not include zero because of the
small excess of signal events observed in the semilep-
tonic analysis. Since this value is compatible with a zero
branching fraction, we set a combined upper limit,

B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) < 4.2 × 10−4 (90% C.L.). (6)

The semileptonic analysis does not contribute signifi-
cantly to the combined limit because of the observed
small excess of signal events.

We use Eq. 1, Eq. 6, and the measured value of |Vub| to
set a limit on fB . We find fB < 0.510 GeV (90% C.L.).

In conclusion, we have searched for B− → τ−ν̄τ in
the recoil of hadronic and semileptonic B decays. We
have set the most stringent upper limit to date on this
process.
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spectively, to accommodate the tail in the distribution re-
sulting from uncorrected bremsstrahlung and final state
radiation. The resolution in mES is obtained from a fit
to a Gaussian distribution, whereas the resolution in ∆E
is obtained from a fit to an empirical function [14] that
gives a good description of this tail.

We estimate the background level in the signal box
from the data sidebands assuming that it is described
by the ARGUS function [15] in mES and an exponen-
tial function in ∆E. We use these parameterizations to
extrapolate the background level found in the sidebands
into the signal box. As indicated in Table II, three differ-
ent sideband boxes are used. The grand sideband box is
used to estimate the functional form of the ∆E distribu-
tion. The upper and lower mES sideband boxes are used
to estimate the functional form of the mES distribution.
Peaking backgrounds from misidentified two-body B de-
cay modes were estimated using an MC sample equiva-
lent to more than 20 times the data luminosity and found
to be negligible. The total background expectations and
signal efficiencies are given in Table III.

The systematic uncertainties on the signal efficiency ε,
the number of B0 mesons produced in the data, and the
background estimate are incorporated into the determi-
nation of the upper limit on B(B0 → "+"−). Since the
signal efficiency is determined from MC simulation only,
differences between data and the simulation would result
in an error in our normalization. To estimate this un-
certainty we perform comparisons of data and MC using
high statistics control samples that have similar charac-
teristics to our B0 → "+"− signal. The optimal con-
trol samples are B0 → J/ψK0

S , with J/ψ → e+e− for
B0 → e+e− and J/ψ → µ+µ− for B0 → µ+µ−, respec-
tively. Since there exists no appropriate control sample
for the e±µ∓ mode, we use the larger of the system-
atic errors derived from either the ee or µµ modes. In
performing these comparisons we found a substantial un-
certainty on the signal efficiency to be due to differences
between data and the MC simulation in the mean and
resolutions of various quantities, depending on the chan-
nel. For the electron channels the dominant quantities
are ∆E and mROE whereas for the muon channels they
are | cos θT |, Nmult, and mROE. When combined with
the uncertainties on tracking efficiency of 2.6% and that
for particle identification (1.0% per electron, 3.0% per
muon), the total systematic uncertainty on the efficiency
is estimated to be 5.7%, 7.1%, and 6.8% for the ee, µµ,
and eµ modes respectively.

The background estimate is obtained from a fit to side-
band data, so the primary uncertainty is due to fluctua-
tions in the fit procedure as events fall in or out of the
sideband box. We have studied the stability of the fit and
the background estimate when adding or removing events
from the mES and ∆E histograms. We find that the fit is
unbiased and stable to a level significantly less than the
statistical uncertainty on the background estimate.

TABLE III: Summary of the analyses where Nobs and Nbg
exp

are the observed and expected number of events in the signal
box, ε is the efficiency, and BUL(B0 → "+"−) is the upper
limit on the branching fraction at the 90% C.L. Systematic
uncertainties on Nbg

exp and ε are given.

Decay Mode Nobs Nbg
exp ε[%] BUL(B0 → "+"−)

e+e− 0 0.71 ± 0.31 21.8 ± 1.2 6.1 × 10−8

µ+µ− 0 0.72 ± 0.26 15.9 ± 1.1 8.3 × 10−8

e±µ∓ 2 1.29 ± 0.44 18.1 ± 1.2 18 × 10−8

As shown in Fig. 3 and Table III, when the contents
of the signal box were revealed, 0, 0, and 2 events were
found in the ee, µµ, and eµ channels respectively. As
can be seen in Table III, the numbers of events found in
the signal boxes are compatible with the expected back-
ground for each mode.

An upper limit on the branching fraction is computed
using

B(B0 → "+"−) =
NUL(Nobs)

(NB0 + NB0) · ε , (3)

where NUL(Nobs) is the Poisson 90% U.L. on the num-
ber of events assuming Nobs events have been observed,
NB0(NB0) is the number of B0(B0) mesons produced
in the data, and ε is the signal efficiency. We have
NB0 + NB0 = NBB under the assumption of equal pro-
duction of B0B0 and B+B− in Υ (4S) decays. For our
data set NBB = (122.5 ± 1.2) × 106.

We follow the technique of [16] in order to account for
the presence of background and to include our systematic
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FIG. 3: Distribution of events in mES and ∆E for B0 → e+e−
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spectively, to accommodate the tail in the distribution re-
sulting from uncorrected bremsstrahlung and final state
radiation. The resolution in mES is obtained from a fit
to a Gaussian distribution, whereas the resolution in ∆E
is obtained from a fit to an empirical function [14] that
gives a good description of this tail.

We estimate the background level in the signal box
from the data sidebands assuming that it is described
by the ARGUS function [15] in mES and an exponen-
tial function in ∆E. We use these parameterizations to
extrapolate the background level found in the sidebands
into the signal box. As indicated in Table II, three differ-
ent sideband boxes are used. The grand sideband box is
used to estimate the functional form of the ∆E distribu-
tion. The upper and lower mES sideband boxes are used
to estimate the functional form of the mES distribution.
Peaking backgrounds from misidentified two-body B de-
cay modes were estimated using an MC sample equiva-
lent to more than 20 times the data luminosity and found
to be negligible. The total background expectations and
signal efficiencies are given in Table III.

The systematic uncertainties on the signal efficiency ε,
the number of B0 mesons produced in the data, and the
background estimate are incorporated into the determi-
nation of the upper limit on B(B0 → "+"−). Since the
signal efficiency is determined from MC simulation only,
differences between data and the simulation would result
in an error in our normalization. To estimate this un-
certainty we perform comparisons of data and MC using
high statistics control samples that have similar charac-
teristics to our B0 → "+"− signal. The optimal con-
trol samples are B0 → J/ψK0

S , with J/ψ → e+e− for
B0 → e+e− and J/ψ → µ+µ− for B0 → µ+µ−, respec-
tively. Since there exists no appropriate control sample
for the e±µ∓ mode, we use the larger of the system-
atic errors derived from either the ee or µµ modes. In
performing these comparisons we found a substantial un-
certainty on the signal efficiency to be due to differences
between data and the MC simulation in the mean and
resolutions of various quantities, depending on the chan-
nel. For the electron channels the dominant quantities
are ∆E and mROE whereas for the muon channels they
are | cos θT |, Nmult, and mROE. When combined with
the uncertainties on tracking efficiency of 2.6% and that
for particle identification (1.0% per electron, 3.0% per
muon), the total systematic uncertainty on the efficiency
is estimated to be 5.7%, 7.1%, and 6.8% for the ee, µµ,
and eµ modes respectively.

The background estimate is obtained from a fit to side-
band data, so the primary uncertainty is due to fluctua-
tions in the fit procedure as events fall in or out of the
sideband box. We have studied the stability of the fit and
the background estimate when adding or removing events
from the mES and ∆E histograms. We find that the fit is
unbiased and stable to a level significantly less than the
statistical uncertainty on the background estimate.

TABLE III: Summary of the analyses where Nobs and Nbg
exp

are the observed and expected number of events in the signal
box, ε is the efficiency, and BUL(B0 → "+"−) is the upper
limit on the branching fraction at the 90% C.L. Systematic
uncertainties on Nbg

exp and ε are given.
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e+e− 0 0.71 ± 0.31 21.8 ± 1.2 6.1 × 10−8

µ+µ− 0 0.72 ± 0.26 15.9 ± 1.1 8.3 × 10−8

e±µ∓ 2 1.29 ± 0.44 18.1 ± 1.2 18 × 10−8

As shown in Fig. 3 and Table III, when the contents
of the signal box were revealed, 0, 0, and 2 events were
found in the ee, µµ, and eµ channels respectively. As
can be seen in Table III, the numbers of events found in
the signal boxes are compatible with the expected back-
ground for each mode.

An upper limit on the branching fraction is computed
using

B(B0 → "+"−) =
NUL(Nobs)

(NB0 + NB0) · ε , (3)

where NUL(Nobs) is the Poisson 90% U.L. on the num-
ber of events assuming Nobs events have been observed,
NB0(NB0) is the number of B0(B0) mesons produced
in the data, and ε is the signal efficiency. We have
NB0 + NB0 = NBB under the assumption of equal pro-
duction of B0B0 and B+B− in Υ (4S) decays. For our
data set NBB = (122.5 ± 1.2) × 106.

We follow the technique of [16] in order to account for
the presence of background and to include our systematic
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FIG. 1: Distribution of the pK0
S invariant mass for combina-

tions satisfying the criteria described in the text. The same
data are plotted for the full kinematically allowed pK0

S mass
range and, in the inset, with statistical uncertainties and a
suppressed zero on the vertical scale, for the mass range in
which the Θ(1540)+ has been reported.

To enhance our sensitivity to any production mecha-
nism that gives a pK0

S momentum spectrum in the CM
frame (p∗) different from that of the background, we split
the data into ten subsamples according to the value of p∗
for the pK0

S candidate. The ten p∗ ranges are 500 MeV/c
wide and cover values from 0 to 5 GeV/c, the kinematic
limit for a particle of mass 1700 MeV/c2. The back-
ground is lower at high p∗, so we are more sensitive to
mechanisms that produce harder spectra. There is no
evidence of a pentaquark signal in any p∗ range.

We quantify these null results for a Θ+ mass of
1540 MeV/c2. We fit a signal-plus-background function
to the pK0

S invariant-mass distribution for candidates in
each p∗ range. We use a p-wave Breit-Wigner lineshape
convolved with a resolution function derived from the Λ+

c

data and simulation. The latter is a sum of two Gaussian
distributions with a common center and an overall root-
mean-squared-deviation (RMS) ranging from 2.5 MeV/c2

at low p∗ to 1.8 MeV/c2 at high p∗; this is narrower than
the Λ+

c resolution due to the proximity of 1540 MeV/c2

to pK0
S threshold. The best upper limit of 8 MeV/c2 [5]

on the natural width Γ of the Θ+ is larger than our pK0
S

mass resolution, and Γ could be very small. Therefore,
we use Γ = 1 MeV/c2 and Γ = 8 MeV/c2 in the fit and
quote results for each assumed width. We account for
broad structures (known and unknown resonances, reflec-
tions) in the pK0

S mass distribution by using a wide mass
range, from threshold to 1800 MeV/c2, and a seventh-
order polynomial times a threshold function for the back-
ground shape; seventh is the lowest order giving an ac-
ceptable χ2.

For the nominal selection criteria, we find that in each
p∗ range the fit quality is good and the signal is consistent

with zero. We consider systematic effects in the fitting
procedure by varying the signal and background func-
tions and fit range; changes in the signal yield are negli-
gible compared with the statistical uncertainties. Vary-
ing the mass assumed for the Θ+ has effects consistent
with expected statistical variations. The other selection
criteria give similar results. Since the nominal selection
results in the smallest absolute uncertainties after effi-
ciency corrections, we use it to set upper limits on the
production cross section.

We convert the signal yield in each range of p∗ into a
cross section by dividing by the reconstruction and selec-
tion efficiency, the K0

S → π+π− branching fraction, the
integrated luminosity, and the p∗ range. If the Θ+ de-
cays strongly, we expect only two possible decay modes,
nK+ and pK0, with very similar Q values, so we assume
B(Θ+ → pK0

S) = 1/4. The efficiency for the simulated
pentaquark signal varies from 13% at low p∗ to 22% at
high p∗. The efficiency calculation is verified by mea-
suring the differential cross section for Λ+

c production in
the combination of qq̄ (q = d, u, s, c) and Υ (4S) events
represented in our data.

The resulting differential cross sections are shown for
Γ = 1 MeV/c2 and for Γ = 8 MeV/c2 in Fig. 2. The
error bars include the relative systematic uncertainties
on the luminosity (1%) and efficiency (4.9% dominated
by the uncertainties on track and displaced-vertex recon-
struction efficiencies). We derive an upper limit on the
Θ+ production cross section for each p∗ range under the
assumption that it cannot be negative: a Gaussian func-
tion centered at the measured value with RMS equal to
the total uncertainty is integrated from zero to infinity,
and the point at which the integral reaches 95% of this
total is taken as the limit. These 95% confidence level
(CL) upper limits are also shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2: The measured differential production cross sections
(symbols) and corresponding 95% CL upper limits (lines) for
Θ+ (top) and Ξ−−

5 (bottom), assuming natural widths of Γ =
1 MeV/c2 (solid) and at the current experimental upper limit
(open/dashed), as functions of CM momentum.
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We derive model-independent upper limits on the to-
tal number of pentaquarks produced per qq event and
per Υ (4S) decay by summing the differential cross section
over the kinematically allowed p∗ range for qq̄ events (en-
tire p∗ range) and for B meson decays (p∗ < 2.5 GeV/c),
respectively, taking into account the correlation in the
systematic uncertainty. The central value and the 95%
CL upper limit on the total Θ+ (plus Θ−) production
cross section for the p∗ range from 0 to 5 GeV/c are
shown in Table I. Dividing this limit and the corre-
sponding limit for the p∗ range from 0 to 2.5 GeV/c by
the cross section for e+e− → qq and for e+e− → Υ (4S),
respectively, we calculate limits on the number of pen-
taquarks per event, given in Table I. For the maximum
width (Γ = 8 MeV/c2), we obtain a 95% CL upper limit
roughly a factor of eight below the typical values mea-
sured for ordinary octet and decuplet baryons of the same
mass [16].

We search, as well, for the reported Ξ5(1860)−− and
Ξ5(1860)0 states decaying into a Ξ− and a charged pion,
where Ξ− → Λ0π− and Λ0 → pπ−. We reconstruct
Λ0 → pπ− candidates from all pairs of charged tracks
that satisfy loose proton and pion indentification require-
ments and pass within 6 mm of each other. The Λ0 can-
didate must have a positive flight distance from the IP
and an invariant mass within 10 MeV/c2 of the nomi-
nal Λ0 mass. These Λ0 candidates are combined with
an additional negatively charged track passing loose pion
identification requirements to form Ξ− candidates, which
are required to form a good vertex, to have a positive
flight distance from the IP, and to have an invariant mass
within 20 MeV/c2 of the nominal Ξ− mass. The flight
distance of the Λ0 candidate from the Λ0π− vertex is
required to be positive. This selection yields 290,000
Ξ− candidates with a peak signal-to-background ratio
of 23 in the Λ0π− mass distribution. Finally, we com-
bine the Ξ− candidates with an additional charged track
consistent with coming from the IP and passing loose
pion identification requirements. The cosine of the angle
between the reconstructed Ξ− trajectory, extrapolated
back to the IP, and the additional track is required to be
less than 0.998. This last requirement is especially im-
portant, since the Ξ− is charged and has a long lifetime;
if it has a long flight distance, it can produce a recon-
structed track that, if combined with itself, forms a false
peak in the invariant-mass distribution. The reconstruc-
tion efficiency for the simulated pentaquark signal varies
from 6.5% at low p∗ to 12% at high p∗.

The invariant-mass distributions for Ξ−π− and for
Ξ−π+ combinations are shown in Fig. 3. In the Ξ−π+

mass spectrum, we see clear peaks for the Ξ(1530)0
and Ξc(2470)0 baryons, but no other structure is visi-
ble. There are no visible narrow structures in the Ξ−π−
mass spectrum.

As in the Θ+ search, we divide the Ξ−π− candidates
into ten subsamples according to the p∗ value of the can-
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FIG. 3: Ξ−π+ (black) and Ξ−π− (gray) invariant-mass dis-
tributions. The same data are plotted for the full kinemati-
cally allowed Ξ−π± mass range and, in the inset, with statis-
tical uncertainties and a suppressed zero on the vertical scale,
for the mass range in which the Ξ5(1860)−− and Ξ5(1860)0

have been reported.

didate. We find no sign of a pentaquark signal for any
range of p∗. We fit a signal-plus-background function
to the Ξ−π− invariant mass distribution, for each p∗
range. Here no broad resonances or reflections are ev-
ident, and we perform simpler fits over a Ξ−π− mass
range from 1760 to 1960 MeV/c2 using a linear back-
ground function. The resolution function is derived from
the Ξ(1530)0 and Ξc(2470)0 signals in data and simu-
lation, and is described by a Gaussian function with an
RMS of 8 MeV/c2. For the Breit-Wigner width we con-
sider two possibilities, 1 and 18 MeV/c2, corresponding to
a very narrow state and the experimental upper limit on
the Ξ−−

5 width [11], respectively. We fix the Ξ−−
5 mass

to 1862 MeV/c2. In all ranges of p∗, the signal is con-
sistent with zero. Systematic uncertainties on the fitting
procedure are again found to be negligible compared with
the statistical uncertainties, and variations of the Ξ−−

5

mass and selection criteria give consistent results.
We convert the measured yields for the Ξ−−

5 → Ξ−π−
decays into cross sections as described above for the Θ+.
The efficiency determined from simulation is verified by
measuring the differential cross section for the observed
Ξ(1530)0 signal. The average relative systematic uncer-
tainty on the efficiency is 6.2% with a slight p∗ depen-
dence, and is larger than that for the pK0

S mode because
there are two displaced vertices and more particles in the
final state. We have used a Ξ−π− branching fraction
of one-half for purposes of calculating cross sections and
limits, under the assumption that the two-body modes
Ξ−π− and Σ−K− dominate and have similar branching
fractions.

The measured cross section and 95% CL upper limits
for Ξ−−

5 (plus Ξ
++
5 ) production are shown in Fig. 2 and

Table I. For Γ = 18 MeV/c2, the limit on the total
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Results in perspective 
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the interpretation in terms of the bending of off-beam e− and e+ illustrated in fig. 2.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15: (a) The y-x scatterplot for the inner detector region of fig. 14 (Run Period 1+2, SVT
coords.); (b) the r-z scatterplot from the same sample of (K 0

S , p) vertices for r < 5.5 cm and |z| <
25 cm; (c) the y-x scatterplot for the backward Ta foil region (-10.0 < z < -7.5 cm) of fig. 15(b); (d)
the y-x scatterplot for the forward Ta foil region (9.5 < z < 11.0 cm) of fig. 15(b); the structures
observed in (a)-(d) are discussed in the text.

The r-z scatterplot of (K0
S , p) vertices is shown in fig. 15(b) for radii less than 5.5 cm and |z| <

25 cm. In the central region of z, corresponding to fig. 15(a), horizontal bands due to the beampipe,
SVT r.f. shield, and the hot spots in layers 1 and 2 can be seen. Near z ∼ -8 cm and +10 cm at r
∼ 2.8 cm, there are sharply-defined, high-intensity regions generated by the Ta foils of fig. 4. The
concentration at z ∼ -15 cm and r ∼ 2.9 cm results from the stainless steel flange to which the
beampipe cooling-water lines attach, and that at z ∼ -18 cm and r ∼ 2.6 cm is due to the stainless

14
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